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Mustard’s no good without roast
beef.
-Chico Marx

Tribute to the
Beard.
Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

As many of you faithful readers out there may or may not
know, Sunshine is one of the
most epically awesome people that have ever graced
this campus. Besides having
single handedly started the
Winter Carnival Beard Competition before he was ever
born (his beard just has the
ability to exist in the present,
past and future all at once),
he was great buddies with
the EERC tree and wore his
stripes with great pride. He
also apparently has the ability
to blast bikinis off of women
with his beard. While, for the
majority of this campus that’s
probably the coolest damn
thing ever, the concentration
of women who are not a fan
of such an action have managed to keep it winter for the
majority of the school year to
avoid this.
He and the epic beard are
behind almost all the great
traditions on campus, including the ones that don’t even
exist yet. K-Day? Sunshine.
...see BEARDED on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like sleeping through distro.

Big-O’s Top 5: UC and Mary.
By Jon “Forgot His Own Name” Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Some may or may not know this, but UC
and Mary have been an item for quite a
while now. With both of them graduating this year, it seems only fit that we do
an article about how much we’re going
to miss them both and what we’ll miss
most. So in the form of UC’s favorite
kind of article to write, I give you a top
5 reasons we’re going to miss them.

Lord knows what other terrible articles
may have been written this year had it
not been for their insight. We’ll also miss
the ever so classic hookers and blow
coming from Villa during our Daily Bull
Steaming Pile shout-outs. Somebody
else will just have to fill in the hole left
by Matt and Mary. Hah. And I just realized they’re M&M.

5. The Top Fives- Let’s
face it. You love them,
I love them, we all love
them. Wacky, and funny,
they often highlight things and
reasons behind topics that we
may have noticed before, but
not been able to quantify. From
bad movies to things to do during
winter carny and the like, UC seems
to have a top 5 for everything. Not to
mention that a top 5 seems to have just
the right amount of everything to make
it an amazing article. Surely, without this
regularity, we’re going to be missing a
large part of the Bull.

3. Like, totally awesome
articles - I kind of went
into this with the logic
and the top fives bit on
them, but it’s true. The two of
them both write amazing articles,
and had been writing for the Bull
for who knows how long before I
arrived at Tech! It is unfortunate to
see such vital members and writing staff
leaving at such a critical time. Like Sunshine, these two’s critical contributions
to the Daily Bull in its recovery from the
dark years will be much missed. It can
only be hoped that sufficient freshmen
will be found to be able to fill their spot.

4. The Logic!- Okay, so the last one was
mostly directed at UC, but I’ll try not to
do that again. In any case, both UC and
Mary have provided some much-needed reason in the Bull. Both their articles
are funny and witty, but they have a
great way of knowing what goes too far.

2. The continuity – This one is more
of an abstract. But you know how you
get used to something always being the
same? Like having a tree someplace, like
say the EERC TREE. LONG LIVE THE OLD
EERC TREE. In any case, it’s kind of like
...see Top 5 on back

They didn’t let college slow them down:
In layman’s terms, speedy thing goes in,
speedy thing comes out. See ya!

BREAKING NEWS: Graduates Take
World By Storm
by Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

CAUTION! Baraga’s maximum security prison wishes to alert the HoughtonHancock area that five highly dangerous inmates have escaped. The alleged
breakout was a joint effort between the five, who appear to have been acquainted since before their incarceration. Police warn that they may be part of
a growing, powerful gang known only as D.B.
Inmate number 1030307, Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks took action to tunnel
out of the facility using only his bare hands and his beard for tools. The former
geologist turned to heinous crime when he discovered that breaking into
Perkins to steal pie wasn’t nearly as difficult as it sounded. Said Loucks, “I love
pie. Nothing will ever stand in my way, not even the hard rock walls of prison.
I know everything about those rocks, and all I had to do was speak to them…
and they parted.”
Two of his accomplices, Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa and Mary “Voice of
Reason” Kennedy, took charge of holding off the guards long enough for the
whole gang to escape. Using their cunning wit and knowledge of both electrical
engineering and biology, they were able to craft an improvised tazer. In addition
to knocking the officers unconscious, the device rewired their brains to forget
everything they knew about prison and learn ballet instead.
Bringing up the rearguard and protecting his fellow escapees, Guy “Frank”
McGuire used his archaeological skills to uproot ancient history from within
one of the prison cell floors. He was caught on his way out of prison carrying
two femurs and a smashed up clay pot; upon discovering his loot, the guards
...see Felony on back

of campus. Any time someone is at a
party getting drunk, a Sunshine story
will appear. Every time someone sees
and epic beard, they’ll quip, “Man, if
only you had seen Sunshine’s. It can
shoot bikinis off of women!” When
the Pep Band feels the need to be
extra, extra obnoxious at NMU games,
they’ll channel the awesome that is
His graduation is both by his own Sunshine.
choice after being here for over a
decade, or a century, something like The most awesome thing he has done
that. The university is also pushing him is write for the Bull and entertain all of
to graduate, because his awesome- you during boring Carl Blair lectures,
ness is needed elsewhere in the or physics class, or any of your classes
world to cure cancer and hitting on you needed a distraction from (aka
all the women that need hitting on. ALL OF THEM). But awesome can
He and his beard will go forth and do only stay in one place so long, so we
here at the Bull are going to have to
fantastic things.
set Sunshine free, before he hits on
While it is sad that all the new stu- any of us too much longer, and bedents from this day forth shall not fore the Beard gets the idea that it
have the honor or luck of meeting can become Editor-in-Chief. You will
Mr. Sunshine, his legendary ways of be missed by the Bull, and all on this
being fucking badass and awesome campus, in some way, shape or form.
will live on in everyone who has ever Go forth and do whatever kind of ricarried on a conversation with him, diculous geology stuff it is that crazy
which happens to be the majority geologists do.
... Top 5 from front

Senior Crawl? Sunshine. Snow statues? Sunshine. Random rock garden?
Sunshine. Purple Vest Guy? The Beard
(turns out the Beard enjoys arguing).
Hockey? Canada, which the Beard is
a supporter of, so it’s like the same
thing via transitive property.

A Guy Called Frank
By Nathan Invincible Miller

Some say that he’s an archaeologist because he’s looking for the El
Dorado he buried during a drunken
night out. Others say he’s got a
bloody vendetta against every living creature on the planet. All we
know is that Frankly, he’s Guy McGuire.

... Felony from front

decided to take him to a museum rather than arrest him for jailbreak. McGuire
was given a historical award and cash prize, during which time everyone forgot
he was a criminal.
Last but certainly not least, the escape was never made public, and the convicts’
pictures have not been circulating in local papers, much to the authorities’ dismay.
The fifth breaker-outer, one Jodhbir Singh, appears to have used his influence with
the Michigan Tech Lode and other papers to keep everything about their jailbreak
secret. Said Singh, “I was wrongly accused and I do not want to get caught. So,
I wrote a story about myself saving ten homeless people instead. Much more
glamorous!”

KILROY (BOSSMAN) WAS HERE
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... BEARDED from front

that. IN our own way, the Daily Bull is
having its own EERC tree taken away
from it. With Villa and Mary graduating,
a long standing constant is gone. Recovering will be hard in any case, but I
know that somehow the Daily Bull will
survive. Salute!
1. Cuz, like, totally – In everything
combined before and combined
into this, they’re like totally awesome.
I wish I could explain all the awesome
and win that in embodied in Mary and
Villa, but sadly I cannot do so, as doing so would take like 3 or 4 Bulls in
and of itself. But as you can see, they
are amazing people and they will be
missed. It is highly encouraged that
anyone whom can go see them at
their commencement to show them
off! GOGO.

Long ago I shared an Environmental
Problems class with him, and ever
since we’ve had a lot in common.
Firstly, we both thought the class
was super easy. From there, friendship came as naturally as graffiti
grows on mining ruins. I convinced
him the Daily Bull was a worthwhile venture, so he stuck around
and became one of our most loyal
members. He even went so far as
to write from lands far away! That’s
dedication!
Many times I saw him wearing our
shirt so often that I wondered if he
ever did laundry. Other times he’d
show his support by giving out
bear hugs so manly they contained
the testosterone levels of a bull elephant. Such power I had never
seen before, or since.
Perhaps Mr. McGuire’s biggest claim
to fame was just that: his huge
broomball stick. If you ever got
shut down by a defenseman with
a 6-foot-long industrial-strength super sweeper, then consider yourself served by the treacherous kiltwearing thug we all hold so dear.
From one killer defender to another,
I have not met a more worthy opponent.
Nothing you can say, can tear me
away, from my Guy.

Needless to say, the world should be warned of these five furious forces frolicking freely from federal… prison. If you see any of them, be sure to congratulate
them on their escape from prison, and watch out for the incredible things they
may do next.

